
English Language Learners
From Beginning to Advanced English Proficiency



Fastest-Growing Student Population

		5.1	million	English	Language	Learners	(ELLs)	

		10%	of	public	school	enrollment

		57%	increase	in	ELL	population	in	last	10	years

		Estimated	10	million	ELL	enrollment	by	2015

For	additional	information	and	national	and	state	ELL	data,	please	visit	the	NCELA	Web	site	funded	
by	the	U.S.	Department	of	Education.	www.ncela.gwu.edu

Source:	Content	from	“The	State	of	ELL	Affairs”	by	Dr.	Elena	Izquierdo,	University	of	Texas	at	El	Paso.	

“Be a pal 
to ELLs.”
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English	language	proficiency	level	and	adjusting	your	instruction.
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Turn to the Yellow Pages for Support               10
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ELD	Readers,	ELL	Readers,	and	the	ELL	Handbook	lead	the	way.		
Feel	confident,	teach	smarter,	and	manage	your	day.
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What is reclassif ication?
                                   Moving ELL Children to  Non-ELL Status 

The	first	step	in	teaching	ELL	children	is	identifying	their	English	language	
proficiency	level.	Reading Street	helps	you	meet	ELL	children	where	they	
are—and	move	them	up	one	level	of	language	proficiency	each	year.

Levels of
Proficiency

Level I Level II Level III Level IV Level V

Entering Beginning Developing Expanding Bridging

Beginning Early Intermediate Intermediate Early Advanced Advanced

Beginning Intermediate Advanced Advanced High

Characteristics 
of the English  

Language Learner

•  Minimal comprehension

• May be very shy

•  No verbal production

•  Non-English speaker

•  Silent period 
(10 hours to 3 months)

•  Uses gestures and actions 
to communicate

•  Limited comprehension

•  Gives one- or two- 
word responses

•  May use two- or  
three-word phrases

•  Stage may last 6  
months to 2 years

•  Comprehension increases

•  Errors still occur in speech

• Simple sentences

• Stage may last 2 to 4 years

• Good comprehension

• Sentences become  
more complex

• Engages in conversation

• Errors in speech are  
more complex

• Few errors in speech

• Orally proficient

• Near-native vocabulary

• Lacks writing skill

• Uses complex sentences

What They Can Do:
Performance

Indicators

• Listen

• Point

• Illustrate

• Match

• Choose

• Name

• List and group

• Categorize

• Label

• Demonstrate

• Compare and contrast

• Recall and retell

• Summarize

• Explain

• Higher-order  
thinking skills

• Analyze, debate, justify

• All performance indicators

Instructional Ideas
for Teachers

• Visual cues

• Tape passages

• Pair students

• Total Physical Response 
activities

• Concrete objects

• Graphic organizers

• Short homework 
assignments

• Short-answer quizzes

• Open-ended sentences

• Graphs

• Tables

• Group discussions

• Student-created books

• Cloze activities

• Group panels

• Paraphrasing

• Defending and debating

• Lessons on writing 
mechanics

• Free reading of  
appropriate books

• Cooperative learning 
groups

“Research	has	repeatedly	shown		

that	English	Language	Learners,	on	

average,	require	at	least	five	years		

	of	exposure	to	academic	English	to		

		catch	up	to	native	speakers.”

    Jim Cummins, Ph.D.
							University	of	Toronto	

									Reading Street	Consulting	Author

“Yup, it’s time 
to move up.”
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What is reclassif ication?
                                   Moving ELL Children to  Non-ELL Status 
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more complex
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• Near-native vocabulary

• Lacks writing skill

• Uses complex sentences

What They Can Do:
Performance

Indicators

• Listen

• Point
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• List and group
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• Demonstrate
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thinking skills
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• All performance indicators

Instructional Ideas
for Teachers

• Visual cues

• Tape passages

• Pair students

• Total Physical Response 
activities

• Concrete objects

• Graphic organizers

• Short homework 
assignments

• Short-answer quizzes

• Open-ended sentences

• Graphs

• Tables

• Group discussions

• Student-created books

• Cloze activities

• Group panels

• Paraphrasing

• Defending and debating

• Lessons on writing 
mechanics

• Free reading of  
appropriate books

• Cooperative learning 
groups

This	chart	compares	the	different	language	proficiency	leveling	systems	used	throughout	the	U.S.

Comparative Oral Language Proficiency Chart
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Concept Talk Video

Tara and Tiree • 186–187

You’ll learn 0 0 8 words this week!

You’ve learned 0 4 0 words so far

courageous
hazard
rescue
avalanche

instinct
skittish
blustery
fast-paced

You’ll learn 0 0 8 words this week!

You’ve learned 0 4 0 words so far

courageous
hazard
rescue
avalanche

instinct
skittish
blustery
fast-paced

Explain that this week, children will read about what two coura-
geous dogs did to help in a very dangerous situation.

Connect to 
reading

Student Edition pp. 186–187

 Poster 6   

Develop Writing Fluency
Ask children to write about 
ways we can help each other 
in dangerous situations. Have 
them write for two to three min-
utes. Children should write as 
much as they can. Tell them 
to try to do their best writing. 
You may want to discuss what 
children wrote during writing 
conferences.

English Language Learners
Listening Comprehension
English learners will benefi t 
from additional visual support 
to understand the key terms in 
the concept chart. Use the pic-
tures on pp.186–187 to scaffold 
understanding. For example, 
when talking about how torna-
does affect people and places, 
point to the picture of the people 
helping each other after a 
tornado.

ELL Support Additional support 
and modifi ed instruction is pro-
vided in the ELL Handbook and 
in the ELL Support lessons on 
pp. DI12–DI21.

How can we help each other in dangerous situations?

Dangerous Situation How Can We Help?

Person falls into raging water.

A river is flooding its banks.

There has been a tornado.

Call 911.

Fill sandbags to hold back water.

Get first aid and help clean up.

Preteach Concepts Use the Day 1 
instruction on ELL Poster 6 to assess and build 
background knowledge, develop concepts, and 
build oral vocabulary. 

Tara and Tiree, 
Fearless Friends
Grade 2, Unit 2, Week 1

6

How can we help each other in dangerous situations?
High-Frequency Words
break family heard
listen once  pull

Oral Vocabulary 
courageous hazard rescue

Poster Talk-Through
This family’s cat is stuck in the tree. The family heard the cat meowing 
loudly. They came out to see what was wrong. The mother went back 
inside and called 911. Then she came out to wait for help with her 
family. Courageous fi refi ghters came to rescue the cat. They started to 
work at once. They did not wait. Now one fi reman pulls the cat from the 
tree as the branch is about to break! The family listens as the fi reman 
talks gently to the cat. When they listen, they feel calm. Everything is 
going to be all right. The hazard is gone.

1DAY

Check Prior Knowledge
Read the Poster Talk-Through aloud, pointing to images in the art. Check 
children’s knowledge by asking questions.

Beginning Ask children to point to items they recognize on the poster 
and say what they are. Help them name items if necessary. 

Intermediate Have children use short sentences to describe what is 
happening in the poster.

Advanced/Advanced High Ask children to describe the dangerous 
situation shown in the poster. Have them explain why it is dangerous.

Develop Concepts and Oral Vocabulary
Reread the Poster Talk-Through to introduce the Oral Vocabulary words. 
Give visual support by pointing to items on the poster that illustrate 
courageous, hazard, and rescue. Work with the class on a list of ideas 
that exemplify the words. Generate examples of hazards, ways to rescue 
something or someone, and courageous acts. Relate these concepts to 
the Question of the Week by asking children how they can help each 
other in dangerous situations.

2DAY

Use the poster art and question to help children briefl y discuss the 
lesson concept.

Teach High-Frequency Words
Share the Poster Talk-Through again, this time to introduce the tested 
High-Frequency Words. Label the poster with the High-Frequency Words. 
Then have the children, one at a time, act out one of the words for the 
others to guess.

3DAY

Expand Vocabulary
Give the class examples of possible dangerous situations, such as: 
Somebody gets hurt on the playground. Your friend is lost on a busy street. 
As you name each situation, give pairs time to discuss and write down or 
sketch an appropriate way to help. Have pairs share their responses with 
the class at the end of the allotted time. Tell children that when there is 
real danger, they should tell an adult or call 911.

4DAY

Produce Oral Language
Have the class pretend that they are in the poster scene. Have groups 
act out a television interview with the poster characters. Write Who?, 
What?, When?, Where?, Why?, and How? on the board to guide questions.

Beginning/Intermediate Have children act as reporters and ask 
simple questions of people on the scene. 

Advanced/Advanced High Have them play the parts of family 
members or fi refi ghters.

5DAY

Check Concepts and Language
Read the Question of the Week aloud. Monitor children’s understanding 
of the lesson concept.

Beginning Provide the children with this sentence prompt: In a 
dangerous situation, we can help by _______. Ask each child to come up 
with one or two ways to complete the sentence.

Intermediate Ask: What are two things that we can do to help in 
dangerous situations? Have children write a simple sentence for each 
response.

Advanced/Advanced High Have children write a very brief paragraph 
that answers the Question of the Week, How can we help each other in 
dangerous situations?

READING STREET ONLINE
CONCEPT TALK VIDEO

 Listen closely to speakers and 
ask questions to help you better 
understand the topic.  Share 
information and ideas about the topic. 
Speak clearly and at a correct pace.

www.ReadingStreet.com

p Whole  
   Group

  How does Reading Street  improve ELL instruction? 
                                                      Five Principles  of English Language Learning 

1

2

3

4

5

 Identify and Communicate  
Content and Language Objectives

 Frontload the Lesson

Provide Comprehensible Input

Enable Language Production

 Assess for Content and 
Language Understanding

Reading Street integrates	five	essential	principles	that	support	the	
needs	of	ELL	children.	These	common-sense,	everyday	practices	were	
developed	by	Dr.	Jim	Cummins	and	a	team	of	ELL	experts.

Whole Group Instruction
Use the five principles throughout the lesson  
to modify and scaffold core instruction.
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conferences.

English Language Learners
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How can we help each other in dangerous situations?
High-Frequency Words
break family heard
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Oral Vocabulary 
courageous hazard rescue

Poster Talk-Through
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inside and called 911. Then she came out to wait for help with her 
family. Courageous fi refi ghters came to rescue the cat. They started to 
work at once. They did not wait. Now one fi reman pulls the cat from the 
tree as the branch is about to break! The family listens as the fi reman 
talks gently to the cat. When they listen, they feel calm. Everything is 
going to be all right. The hazard is gone.

1DAY

Check Prior Knowledge
Read the Poster Talk-Through aloud, pointing to images in the art. Check 
children’s knowledge by asking questions.

Beginning Ask children to point to items they recognize on the poster 
and say what they are. Help them name items if necessary. 

Intermediate Have children use short sentences to describe what is 
happening in the poster.

Advanced/Advanced High Ask children to describe the dangerous 
situation shown in the poster. Have them explain why it is dangerous.

Develop Concepts and Oral Vocabulary
Reread the Poster Talk-Through to introduce the Oral Vocabulary words. 
Give visual support by pointing to items on the poster that illustrate 
courageous, hazard, and rescue. Work with the class on a list of ideas 
that exemplify the words. Generate examples of hazards, ways to rescue 
something or someone, and courageous acts. Relate these concepts to 
the Question of the Week by asking children how they can help each 
other in dangerous situations.

2DAY

Use the poster art and question to help children briefl y discuss the 
lesson concept.

Teach High-Frequency Words
Share the Poster Talk-Through again, this time to introduce the tested 
High-Frequency Words. Label the poster with the High-Frequency Words. 
Then have the children, one at a time, act out one of the words for the 
others to guess.

3DAY

Expand Vocabulary
Give the class examples of possible dangerous situations, such as: 
Somebody gets hurt on the playground. Your friend is lost on a busy street. 
As you name each situation, give pairs time to discuss and write down or 
sketch an appropriate way to help. Have pairs share their responses with 
the class at the end of the allotted time. Tell children that when there is 
real danger, they should tell an adult or call 911.

4DAY

Produce Oral Language
Have the class pretend that they are in the poster scene. Have groups 
act out a television interview with the poster characters. Write Who?, 
What?, When?, Where?, Why?, and How? on the board to guide questions.

Beginning/Intermediate Have children act as reporters and ask 
simple questions of people on the scene. 

Advanced/Advanced High Have them play the parts of family 
members or fi refi ghters.

5DAY

Check Concepts and Language
Read the Question of the Week aloud. Monitor children’s understanding 
of the lesson concept.

Beginning Provide the children with this sentence prompt: In a 
dangerous situation, we can help by _______. Ask each child to come up 
with one or two ways to complete the sentence.

Intermediate Ask: What are two things that we can do to help in 
dangerous situations? Have children write a simple sentence for each 
response.

Advanced/Advanced High Have children write a very brief paragraph 
that answers the Question of the Week, How can we help each other in 
dangerous situations?

READING STREET ONLINE
CONCEPT TALK VIDEO

 Listen closely to speakers and 
ask questions to help you better 
understand the topic.  Share 
information and ideas about the topic. 
Speak clearly and at a correct pace.

www.ReadingStreet.com

p Whole  
   Group

  How does Reading Street  improve ELL instruction? 
                                                      Five Principles  of English Language Learning 

ELD	Reader ELL	Reader

Readers for the Week 
Build concepts and language 
each week at different  
proficiency levels. 

Concept	Literacy	Reader

ELL Daily Lessons 
Frontload and review 
concepts, core skills, and 
strategies.
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  What does Reading Street  do to begin each lesson?
                                         Clarify Objectives and  Frontload Lesson Elements 

 1 Identify and Communicate 
 Content and Language Objectives

Clear,	explicit	goals	support	ELL	children	who	have		
not	fully	acquired	academic	English.		

Daily ELL Objectives
Provide targeted instruction 
to help ELL children 
participate in core lessons.

“Never get 
lost.”
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  What does Reading Street  do to begin each lesson?
                                         Clarify Objectives and  Frontload Lesson Elements 

2 Frontload the Lesson
Reading Street	helps	you	frontload	or	preteach	lesson	
elements	as	an	on-ramp	to	the	core	instruction.

Let’s Talk! 
Prompt discussion 
and preview the  
lesson with visuals.

Concept Talk 
Present new concepts using  
prior information.

Team Talk 
Jumpstart language production 
in low-stress groups.

Anchored Talk 
Practice language skills with 
structured talk.

Concept Talk Video
Activate a discussion 
about the concept.
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Beginning Give students a 
sentence frame to assist them  
in writing a sentence.

Intermediate Have students 
write one sentence using the 
lesson vocabulary word.

Advanced Have students write 
two sentences using the same 
lesson vocabulary word.

Advanced High Have stu-
dents write two sentences 
using more than one lesson 
vocabulary word.

ELPS (5)(B)(2)

              How does Reading Street  make content accessible?
                                         Scaffolded Lessons with Ample  Language Opportunities.

3	 Provide	Comprehensible	Input
Visuals, multimedia, examples, modeling, hands-on activities,  
and collaboration help you provide comprehensible instruction. 

Visual Modeling
Use	interactive	games	to	
help	children	blend	words.

Leveled Instruction
Accommodate	all	levels	
of	English	proficiency.	

•	 Beginning

•	 Intermediate

•	 Advanced

•	 Advanced	High

Envision It!
Clarify	words	and	
practice	sounds	with	
pictures

Decodable  
Practice Reader
Pair	children	for	reading,	
listening,	and	decoding.
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DAY

216a Working Together • Unit 2 • Week 1

Question of the Week

How can we help each other in 
dangerous situations?

This week we have read and listened to selections 
about how we help others in danger. Today you will 
find out how the children continued to help the por-
poises after they were rescued. Read the story.

• After the rescue of the porpoises, what did Owen 
and Diana do? (They splashed the porpoises with 
water to keep them cool, wet, and calm.)

Review the meaning of this week’s Amazing Words. 
Then display this week’s concept chart. Have chil-
dren use Amazing Words and the chart to answer 
the question, “How can we help each other in dangerous situations?”

Review  
Concept

Review  
Amazing 
Words

Check Concepts and Language Use the 
Day 5 instruction on Poster 6 to monitor children’s 
understanding of the lesson concept.

Concept Wrap Up

Poster 6P

How can we help each other 
in dangerous situations?

Dangerous Situation How Can We Help?

Person falls into raging water.

A river is fl ooding its banks.

There has been a tornado.

A friend is in trouble.

Sandy falls off a cliff onto 
a ledge.

Jim falls into the freezing lake.

Porpoises caught in fi shing weirs.

Call 911.

Fill sandbags to hold back water.

Get fi rst aid and help clean up.

Get help.

Maya helps her dad rescue 
Sandy.

Tiree and Tara pull Jim out.

Owen and Diana help free 
the porpoises.

Read Aloud Anthology 
“Porpoise Savers”

Tara and Tiree, 
Fearless Friends
Grade 2, Unit 2, Week 1

6

How can we help each other in dangerous situations?
High-Frequency Words
break family heard
listen once  pull

Oral Vocabulary 
courageous hazard rescue

Poster Talk-Through
This family’s cat is stuck in the tree. The family heard the cat meowing 
loudly. They came out to see what was wrong. The mother went back 
inside and called 911. Then she came out to wait for help with her 
family. Courageous fi refi ghters came to rescue the cat. They started to 
work at once. They did not wait. Now one fi reman pulls the cat from the 
tree as the branch is about to break! The family listens as the fi reman 
talks gently to the cat. When they listen, they feel calm. Everything is 
going to be all right. The hazard is gone.

1DAY

Check Prior Knowledge
Read the Poster Talk-Through aloud, pointing to images in the art. Check 
children’s knowledge by asking questions.

Beginning Ask children to point to items they recognize on the poster 
and say what they are. Help them name items if necessary. 

Intermediate Have children use short sentences to describe what is 
happening in the poster.

Advanced/Advanced High Ask children to describe the dangerous 
situation shown in the poster. Have them explain why it is dangerous.

Develop Concepts and Oral Vocabulary
Reread the Poster Talk-Through to introduce the Oral Vocabulary words. 
Give visual support by pointing to items on the poster that illustrate 
courageous, hazard, and rescue. Work with the class on a list of ideas 
that exemplify the words. Generate examples of hazards, ways to rescue 
something or someone, and courageous acts. Relate these concepts to 
the Question of the Week by asking children how they can help each 
other in dangerous situations.

2DAY

Use the poster art and question to help children briefl y discuss the 
lesson concept.

Teach High-Frequency Words
Share the Poster Talk-Through again, this time to introduce the tested 
High-Frequency Words. Label the poster with the High-Frequency Words. 
Then have the children, one at a time, act out one of the words for the 
others to guess.

3DAY

Expand Vocabulary
Give the class examples of possible dangerous situations, such as: 
Somebody gets hurt on the playground. Your friend is lost on a busy street. 
As you name each situation, give pairs time to discuss and write down or 
sketch an appropriate way to help. Have pairs share their responses with 
the class at the end of the allotted time. Tell children that when there is 
real danger, they should tell an adult or call 911.

4DAY

Produce Oral Language
Have the class pretend that they are in the poster scene. Have groups 
act out a television interview with the poster characters. Write Who?, 
What?, When?, Where?, Why?, and How? on the board to guide questions.

Beginning/Intermediate Have children act as reporters and ask 
simple questions of people on the scene. 

Advanced/Advanced High Have them play the parts of family 
members or fi refi ghters.

5DAY

Check Concepts and Language
Read the Question of the Week aloud. Monitor children’s understanding 
of the lesson concept.

Beginning Provide the children with this sentence prompt: In a 
dangerous situation, we can help by _______. Ask each child to come up 
with one or two ways to complete the sentence.

Intermediate Ask: What are two things that we can do to help in 
dangerous situations? Have children write a simple sentence for each 
response.

Advanced/Advanced High Have children write a very brief paragraph 
that answers the Question of the Week, How can we help each other in 
dangerous situations?

Read Aloud Anthology

Check Oral 
Vocabulary
SUCCESS PREDICTOR
V
S

h k O l

Today at a Glance 
Oral Vocabulary 
Review

Phonics 
Review Vowels: r-Controlled ar, 

or, ore, oar

Comprehension 
Cause and Effect

High-Frequency Words 
Review 

Story Words 
Review 

Conventions
Nouns

Writing 
Narrative Nonfiction: Edit

Research and Inquiry 
Communicate

Objectives 
 • Review the concept: help-

ing each other in dangerous 
situations.

 • Build oral vocabulary.
 • Identify details in text.

DADAAYAYYYYYY 5 20–25 min.

              How does Reading Street  make content accessible?
                                         Scaffolded Lessons with Ample  Language Opportunities.

4	 Enable	Language	
	 Production

Each lesson provides ample 
opportunities for ELL children 
to express themselves and 
gain proficiency in English. 

5	 	Assess	for	Content
and	Language	
Understanding
Ongoing assessments help you  
target problem areas, modify 
instruction, and intervene quickly.

ELL Poster
Provide	direct	instruction	
and	modeling	for	key	
vocabulary	and		
lesson	concepts.

Daily Mini-Lessons
Respond	to	children’s	
strengths	and	needs	by	
modifying	instruction.

Check Concepts 
and Language 
Target	problem	
areas	for	ELLs.
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My Plannıng Guıde

• Best practices for 
teaching English 
language learners

• Listening, speaking, 
reading, and 
writing strategies

• Language 
transfer skills

• Phonics, reading, 
and conventions 
lessons

• Multilingual 
vocabulary and 
summaries

• ELL Workshops

ELL Guy
Dr. Jim Cummins

Handbook Daily Leveled Notes

This Week’s 
 ELL Overview

ELL notes appear throughout this week’s instruction and 
ELL Support is on the DI pages of your Teacher’s Edition. 
The following is a sample of an ELL note from this week.

by Strand

Strands

The Three Pillars of ELL Instruction

Activate Prior Knowledge Access Content Extend Language

Vocabulary
pp. DI•17 – DI•18 

Preteach Reteach Leveled Writing Activities

Reading Comprehension
p. DI•22 

Frontloading Sheltered Reading Summarizing

Phonics, Spelling, and Word 
Analysis
p. DI•20 

Preteach Teach/Model Leveled Practice Activities

Listening Comprehension
p. DI•19 

Prepare for the Read Aloud First Listening Second Listening

Conventions and Writing
p. DI•24 

Preteach/Model Teach Leveled Practice Activities

Concept Development
p. DI•16 

Activate Prior Knowledge Develop Concept Daily Activities

The ELL lessons on this week’s Support for English Language Learners pages 
are organized by strand. They offer additional scaffolding for the core curriculum. 
Leveled support notes on these pages address the different proficiency levels in 
your class. See pages DI•16 – DI•25.

English Language Learners
Beginning Read aloud the sentences. Have students work in pairs 
to identify each type of sentence. 

Intermediate Write the sentences without punctuation. Ask 
students to punctuate and identify the sentences.

Advanced Have students orally change two statements into 
questions and explain the difference that occurs in punctuation in 
each sentence. 

Advanced High Have students work in pairs to write their own 
examples of each type of sentence. 

• Maximize Literacy and Cognitive 
Engagement

• Research Into Practice
• Full Weekly Support for Every 

Selection

Red Kayak
- Multi-Lingual Summaries in 

Five Languages
- Selection-Specific Vocabulary 

Word Cards
- Frontloading/Reteaching for 

Comprehension Skill Lessons
- ELD and ELL Reader Study 

Guides

• Transfer Activities
• Professional Development

Grade 5 • Unit 1 • Week 1

Red Kayak
20a – 49s

and DI•16 – DI•25

G5U1W1_0328470457.indd   1 7/8/09   12:38:19 AM

PDF

What if I need more intensive  scaffolded instruction?
                                                                                                           Turn to the Yellow Pages!

Reading Street provides additional ELL Support every day. Daily leveled 
ELL lessons appear in the yellow pages of the Teacher’s Edition.  
These targeted lessons provide intensive scaffolding for core instruction. 

ELL by Strand and Level
Target ELL instruction by 
strand and by different 
proficiency levels.

“Yellow is nice, 
but what about 

stripes?”
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What if I need more intensive  scaffolded instruction?
                                                                                                           Turn to the Yellow Pages!

Hello,	Yellow!	
The yellow pages in 
the Teacher’s Edition 
provide targeted daily 
lessons for ELL children.  
Frontload or reteach 
core instruction as you 
develop children’s 
English vocabulary.

•	 Concept	Development

•	 Phonemic	Awareness

•	 Phonics

•	 Spelling

•	 Word	Analysis

•	 Vocabulary

•	 High-Frequency	Words	

•	 Listening	Comprehension

•	 Reading	Comprehension

•	 Grammar	and	Conventions

•	 Writing
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                 What are ELD and  ELL Readers?
                                                   Concentrated  Focus on Language Development. 

ELD	Reader	Oral Proficiency Levels 1–2

•	 Text	adapted	for	
beginning	and	
intermediate	levels

•	 Emphasis	on	high-
frequency	words	
and	concept	words

•	 Basic	English	and	
survival	vocabulary

Two Books 
Same Title 

Same Concept 
Same Illustrations 

Different  
Language 

 Levels 

The weekly ELD Reader and ELL Reader address different proficiency levels.  
Both texts focus on the same weekly concept and offer opportunities for ELL  
children to read and practice core skills and strategies.
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                 What are ELD and  ELL Readers?
                                                   Concentrated  Focus on Language Development. 

ELL	Reader	Oral Proficiency Levels 3–5

•	 Text	adapted		
for	advanced/
advanced	high		
levels

•	 Key	concept		
words	highlighted	
and	defined	on		
the	page

Targeted  
Instruction 

for All English 
Language  

Levels
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“Adjust on  
the fly.”

Where do I go for more  support? 
                                                                                       The ELL Handbook!                                                     

The English Language Learners Handbook is like having an ELL expert  
at your side. It provides detailed ELL background, lesson-by-lesson resources 
and strategies, and easy navigation by day and by week.

Grades K–6
• Comprehensive ELL Support

• Professional Development and Best Practices

• Multilingual Selection Summaries

• Multilingual Vocabulary

• Tested Word Cards and Extend Language Activities

• Week-at-a-Glance Planners

• Alternate Comprehension Lessons for Tested Skills

• Phonics Lessons with English Transfer Support

• Grammar Lessons with English Transfer Support

• Language Transfer Charts

• ELL Workshops

• ELL Teaching Routines

• ELD/ELL Reader Study Guides
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Where do I go for more  support? 
                                                                                       The ELL Handbook!                                                     

Weekly Planners provide a quick reference of your ELL materials.Full Weekly  
ELL Support 
by Strand 
and Day
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What about academic language? 
                               Explicit Instructional Routines.   

Many ELLs can carry on conversations in English but struggle with 
academic language. Reading Street provides explicit instructional routines 
to help ELL children understand teachers, textbooks, and content areas.

Academic  
Vocabulary Routine 
Flexible routines guide 
language development  
while pre-teaching  
academic vocabulary. 

“Hear it! See it! 
Say it! Use it! 

BUY IT!”



Your ELL Resources

Teacher’s Edition 
ELL principles are built into the lesson 
design. Daily ELL lessons provide sheltered 
techniques and routines for teaching core 
skills and strategies.

First Stop on Reading Street
From frontloading to assessing, this road 
map to Reading Street  includes essential 
information on ELL instruction.

ELD Readers
Weekly reader for beginning and 
intermediate English proficiency levels. 
The focus is language development of key 
concepts and vocabulary.

ELL Readers
Weekly reader for advanced and advanced 
high English proficiency levels. The focus is 
language development for reading fluency.

Concept Literacy Readers
Weekly reader supports concept 
development and the Question of the Week.

ELD/ELL Teaching Guide 
Scaffolded lesson plans for ELD and ELL 
Readers support language acquisition and 
literacy development each week.

ELL Posters 
High-quality illustrations and five days of 
activities support oral vocabulary, selection 
vocabulary, and lesson concepts.

Ten Important Sentences 
The Teacher’s Resources DVD–ROM includes 
practice to help ELL children focus on 
comprehension and language skills.

ELL Handbook
ELL strategies, expert advice, and useful 
resources guide children’s transition to 
advanced levels of proficiency.

Technology
Video, audio, and multimedia support every 
selection with interactive and engaging 
learning. See it! Hear it! Do it!
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